Plastic wands are fine as a temporary measure but there must be more elegant solutions

Competition Brief

Caring for Cyclists
Light Protection Cycle Lanes design competition for safer cycling and beautiful streets
The theme of the 2021 London Festival of Architecture is ‘Care’. In response, the CICC is organising a
competition open to designers from around the world to come up with innovative ideas to protect
cyclists on busy roads as well as the needs and safety of pedestrians.
In recent years, and accelerated by COVID19, light segregation has become increasingly ubiquitous –
London alone has installed some 100km of bike lanes in the capital as part of the Mayor’s
Streetspace programme. However, the proliferation of plastic wands and barriers has done little to
enhance our streetscapes, after two decades of attempts to declutter public areas we are filling
them again with new and essential infrastructure. How do we design such protection in a way that
puts safety first but responds to the context of the urban environment? Can we find more beautiful
options? Light segregation combines the benefits of cost, speed of delivery and adaptability.

Eligibility: There are no restrictions to entry.
Prizes: £3,000 of prize money will be distributed at the discretion of the judges. Cyclehoop Ltd will
work with the winner to develop a prototype and will assist in bringing it to market.
Judges: David Byrne of Talking Heads and author of Bicycle Diaries; TV Presenter Jeremy Vine;
Walking and Cycling Commissioner Will Norman; London’s Bicycle Mayor Lucy Mahoney; Cllr Clyde
Loakes, LB Waltham Forest. Technical assessors: Elad Eisenstein, Programme Director Oxford Street
district; Sophie Thompson, LDA Design; Susan Claris, Arup; Brian Deegan of Urban Movement,
Anthony Lau of Cyclehoop, Peter Murray CICC

Light protection parameters
Light protection is defined as distinct, intermittent, regular objects placed alongside a mandatory
cycle lane. This is done to deter encroachment into dedicated space for cycling by motor traffic and
so offer cyclists a greater sense of protection. Light protection of cycle lanes is an international
movement with each continent and region developing their own versions. Orcas, armadillos,
defenders and wands are the most popular in the UK. Internationally there are lacasitos, candles,
turtles, hedgehogs, zippers, zebras, planters and many more. The challenge is to develop an object
that is aesthetically pleasing to the person strolling by and yet distinct enough to be spotted by fast
moving car drivers passing through.
https://www.itf-oecd.org/sites/default/files/docs/light-protection-cycle-lanes_2.pdf
https://www.imtd.org.uk/light-cycle-lanes-are-these-the-way-to-armadillos-2/
Cost per unit: Ideally the final manufactured cost should be about £50 per unit but a maximum
potential cost of £500 would be considered.
Dimensions: Length between 0.1m and 5m (desirable 250-1000mm). Width between 50mm and
1000mm (desirable 200-500mm). Height between 10mm and 1400mm (desirable >25mm).
Spacing: Continuous to 40m edge to edge. Desirable 5-10m edge to edge.
Fixing: Details on how the units are proposed to be fixed to/within the carriageway should be
included, with consideration for ease of replacement.
Durability: They need to be built to last and the impact of the way the object is fixed to the
carriageway and any weakness this will cause should be considered. The most successful examples
have proved they can withstand hundreds of strikes by large vehicles. The complexity of the product
as well as its assembly on site by operatives should be considered.
Materials: Sustainable and affordable materials are the key. All material will be considered but
sustainability is a priority. Consideration for how to ensure the product remains clean in operation
and level of maintenance should also be made.
Visibility: The product should be visible to all users in all weather/light conditions. Retroreflectivity
may need to be a consideration. They should not be easy to confuse with UK road markings as
defined in the Traffic Signs Regulations and General Directions 2016 document.
Trip hazard: Efforts should be made to minimise the potential for trips, even if the product is
specified to be used in combination with a flexible post for maximum visibility.

Obstruction: Efforts should be made to consider the effect of cycle/motorcycle contact at speed and
the ability for the product to be driven over by vehicles including maximum weight HGVs to access
the kerbside. This may require a variant of the main product where kerbside access is required.
Equality: Designs should consider the needs of all road users, particularly those with mobility,
sensory, or cognitive impairments.
Standards/Specifications: Products should either comply to the requirements of Clause 1118 of the
Specification for Highway Works, or include a statement justifying departure from this requirement.

Questions: Please send any questions to pgsmurray@mac.com
Submissions: Please send your designs providing one A3 page of drawings/images, one hi-res
illustration and one A4 page of written descriptions.
Closing date for entries c.o.p. June 30th 2021
Entries should be sent digitally to Care4Cyclists@icloud.com either via email or if files are large, via
WeTransfer.

Will Norman, the Mayor of London’s Walking and Cycling Commissioner said:

“I’m really excited to be sitting on this judging panel and can’t wait to see what creative
ideas the entrants come up with. This past year we’ve built a huge amount of new cycling
infrastructure, much of which has used cheap and cheerful plastic wands. Wands are
fantastic, but not everyone likes them as much as I do, and some of the products we use
are also not built to last. As London starts moving again, we need to continue to work
quickly to change our streets to enable more Londoners to cycle, and I hope the winner of
this competition can be part of this next exciting chapter.”
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